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   I can't say I've ever admired much about Nancy Pelosi, but I'll 
give her this; during her Speakership in the US House of 
Representatives, on nearly every vote, nearly every democrat 
voted in lockstep. Sure, there were some unimportant issues 
that dems broke from the stranglehold and voted with 
Republicans, but those votes were few and far between. I'm 
curious as to how she achieved this unity and control.
   Need I say that the situation America is in today should be 
laid at the feet of those dems AND the RINOS who continue to 
support them? It seems that certain RINOS just love to toss 
aside the loyalty to those of us who elected them and allow 
further catastrophes to befall our crumbling Republic as they 
accrue unconscionable amounts of $$$. 
   A recent example is RINOS voting for Mike Johnson's “tiny” 
$95 BILLION transfer of our taxpayer dollars to Ukraine, 
Taiwan, and Israel. “The Biden administration is already 
�inalizing its next assistance package for Ukraine so it can 
announce the new tranche of aid soon after the bill becomes 
law in order to meet Ukraine's urgent battle�ield needs, a 
White House of�icial said.” (Reuters.com) 
   I believe it is treason to defy the Constitution and allow 15-20 
million illegal aliens to stream across our southern border 
unimpeded as they have during the biden administration. “The 
Senate vote comes a day after the House failed to impeach 
Homeland Security Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas, a stunning 
blow to House Republicans who had pushed the effort as a key 
political goal. A GOP-led standalone Israel aid bill also failed in 
the House. (CNN.com) Cramming so many issues/bills into one 
colossal misuse of our tax dollars with RINO support revolts 
me.
   Frankly, so many issues are demanding our attention that We 
the People who care deeply are overloaded while too many 
Americans are uninformed, disinterested, and do nothing.
   Likewise, I can't say I admire some of the things Pope Francis 
has championed either. As a Catholic, I'm appalled that he 
doesn't condemn abortion outright. He's not too pleased with 
American Bishops who demand adherence to the 
Commandment that says, “Thou shalt not kill.” In the Catholic 
Church and many others, personal responsibility is a given, 
and obedience is expected. Because there are no perfect 

people, we commit various sins. And there are consequences.
    I've seen many Popes over the decades since I was baptized 
78 years ago. Each has had his strengths and weaknesses. 
Some faced incredibly dif�icult decisions. That brings us to 
Pope Francis who has taken my Church in other directions. He 
espouses climate change and calls people who don't believe it 
“stupid.” He asserts abortion is “murder”. Francis doesn't 
approve of some US Bishops insisting it is a grave sin and who 
refuse to agree with biden's pro-choice agenda. Instead, he 
gave biden a pass on excommunication. Wouldn't it be better 
to promote self-control, and personal responsibility before 
conceiving a baby? If Francis allows the murder of babies, 
doesn't that demand excommunication?
  Why am I telling you all this? Before the sixties abortion was 
abhorrent, looked down on, and hidden. We had morals and 
ethics and the presence of God in our public and private lives. 
The Bible guided our behavior and laid out the consequences 
of sins.
   As well, our government has the exceptional documents 
called the Constitution and Bill of Rights that have been 
derided and pushed aside by liberals, democrats and outright 
communist leaders. Our society is in chaos on every level.
The tenets that guide our government and our religions are 
very similar. One thing stands out in both areas: the after-effect 
of disobedience brings consequences.
  The economic disaster of bidenomics is felt in every 
household in America. Drugs and human traf�icking are mostly 
ignored as millions of illegals storm our border without 
consequences. A thug in New Mexico with FIVE previous 
felony convictions, broke into a home while on the run from 
the police. The grandmother in residence shot him and then 
tended to his wound. Why wasn't he tried (and convicted) the 
�irst time? Currently, we have grossly uneducated “students” 
rioting for Palestine and Hamas who don't even know why 
they are participating.
   God has been removed from every aspect of public life and 
our religions seem to be going along with it. Without laudable 
goals and consequences, our lives mean nothing in every 
situation. I pray that God hears our prayers and brings us back 
to the Bible and the Constitution/Bill of Rights.
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Please be courteous and notify Robyn ASAP whether you will  
attend or not. Remember ... she is a volunteer and 

we shouldn’t stress her out, should we???

Guest Speaker
Volusia County Sheriff 

Michael J. Chitwood 

Elected Sheriff of Volusia County in August 2016. 
Sworn in 1/3/2017. Re-elected without opposition 8/2020.
• Police Chief, Daytona Beach Police Department (5/30/2006-
  November 11, 2016)
• Police Chief, Shawnee, Oklahoma (May 1, 2005-May 23, 2006)
• Philadelphia Police Department (November 1988-May 2005); 
worked in the patrol, tactical, narcotics and detective divisions;
rose to the rank of Lieutenant and was the recipient of 
58 official commendations for valor, bravery, heroism and merit.

Ronald Reagan, 
Champion of America!

   One of the traditional methods of imposing statism or socialism on a people has been by way of 
medicine. It’s very easy to disguise a medical program as a humanitarian project. – 1961
   If we lose freedom here, there is no place to escape to. This is the last stand on Earth. And this 
idea that government is beholden to the people, that it has no other source of power except to 
sovereign people, is still the newest and most unique idea in all the long history of man’s relation 
to man. This is the issue of this election. Whether we believe in our capacity for self-government 
or whether we abandon the American revolution and confess that a little intellectual elite in a 
far-distant capital can plan our lives for us better than we can plan them ourselves. – 1964
   Government is like a baby: An alimentary canal with a big appetite at one end and no 
responsibility at the other. – 1965
   There are those in America today who have come to depend absolutely on government for their 
security. And when government fails they seek to rectify that failure in the form of granting 
government more power. So, as government has failed to control crime and violence with the 
means given it by the Constitution, they seek to give it more power at the expense of the 
Constitution. But in doing so, in their willingness to give up their arms in the name of safety, they 
are really giving up their protection from what has always been the chief source of 
despotism—government. – 1975

”

“



   Unless you are a college student and signed for a loan on the dotted line, most of us have to pay our debts. Thanks to joe biden, 
however, thousands upon thousands have had their debt “forgiven” in an effort to recruit future democrat voters. The same thing is 
happening with the inux of millions of illegal aliens invading America with no vetting, no medical check, no money, no job, no 
housing, no food, no nothing! Guess who pays those bills? We the People do. And as you can tell from the diagram, we are trillions 
of dollars in debt. As of Jan. 2023 foreign countries own $7.4 trillion of US Treasuries – or 
roughly 24% of total US debt. Between 2000 and 2022 just China’s ownership grew to $855 
billion. Common sense tells us we are at great risk. If debt-owners called their loans right now, 
to put it bluntly, we are screwed. Much of the debt was incurred through biden’s Executive 
Orders splashing our money around on Ukraine and throwing dollars  everywhere but where 
we need it most: our own border. Our economy is in shambles and our children and 
grandchildren will inherit an America unknown to us. Our votes for Trump and true 
Conservatives are crucial. Don’t make a mistake. Our lives and their lives depend on your 
efforts!             ---Sally Gillies
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Gerry James for Florida St. Senate Dist. 7 
Gerry4Senate.com ~ 904.349.7977

   Gerry needs to reach 10000 high propensity 
republican voters from now to mid-July. These are the 
people that will vote in the August 20th primary vs. 
Tom Leek.

Needs for Gerry's campaign (and all local campaigns): 
Area Captain (s): we need someone who can be 
dedicated to Gerry's campaign for organization 
purposes. 

• Doorknockers: teams (2-3+) people to doorknock in 
your area and campaign for Gerry and inform about 
Tom Leek.

• Scouts: - Find places to put Gerry's sign with the 
approval of the home or business owner. 

• Identify opportunities for Gerry to speak or show 
up.

• Identify more campaign volunteers.

• Postcard writers:  People that will commit to 
ordering, handwriting, and mailing postcards to high 
propensity voters.

• Phone Callers: Using the lists that we have, make 
phone calls for Gerry

• Funding: we need to print yard signs, palm cards, 
and pay for ads and marketing. Donations can be 
made to:

https://secure.anedot.com/gerry4senate/donate?exitInte

Jason Leslie for Mayor of Ormond Beach, FL
facebook.com/Electjasonlformayorob

jason4mayorob@gmail.com   (386) 293-1394

RCOBA Supports our Candidates!RCOBA Supports our Candidates!
Candidates running for Office: One minute introduction.

* ,  re-election to Chairman, VCCJeff Brower

* ,  Candidate for O.B. MayorJason Leslie

* ,  re-election, O.B. Commissioner, Zone #2Travis Sargent

* ,  re-election, O.B. Commissioner, Zone #1Lori Tol land

* ,  Candidate,  O.B. Commission Zone #3Barbara Bonarrigo

*  School Board Candidate,  District #4Donna Brosemer,

* ,  Candidate,  Florida Senate, District #7Gerry James

    ( Intro. Lisa Canglianese – District Campaign Director

    – GJ)

* ,  Candidate for VC Sheriff .James Powers

   “All politics is local.”  That is, nearly all those in 
Congress or our State Legislature started in their 
hometown. If we continue to let developers ruin our 
quality of life because they fund certain candidates, we 
have no one to blame but ourselves. Our candidates 
work for us and deserve our support. If we don’t help 
them our roads will become even more irritating, our 
water sources will be lled with cement, schools 
overcrowded and our quality of life will only get worse.
   Our candidates are not the beneciaries of big money 
donors and can’t afford to send out glossy brochures. 
See the list in the rst column? Find something you can 
do and offer to help. PLEASE!

EVERYONE CAN DO SOMETHING!

Spending Us Into Oblivion

mailto:jason4mayorob@gmail.com
mailto:jason4mayorob@gmail.com


Normal isn’t coming back ... so get off your knees and resist. Because I assure you, 
what they have planned is far worse than anything they have already done.

The PROOF that
Liberals are NOT

“Pro-Woman”
is how they treat
CONSERVATIVE

WOMEN!

Just imagine 
if Trans Day 

of Visibility was 
declared on the 

rst day of 
Ramadan.

Just imagine 
if Trans Day 

of Visibility was 
declared on the 

rst day of 
Ramadan.

WE ARE NOT IN A COUNTRY

Only the weakest of males want 
to physically compete with women. 

Only the weakest 
of intellect celebrate them.
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RE-ELECT JEFF BROWER 
FOR VOLUSIA COUNTY 

COUNCIL CHAIR 
BrowerforVolusia.com

** Support First Responders
** Protect our clean water 
aquifers. ** Establish Low

The representation that you need 
now more than ever. 386-259-0167.

Impact Development ** Stop Destructive over 
Development! ** Develop Long Term Beach Erosion plan. ** Help 
save VOLUSIA COUNTY from turning into another MIAMI/DADE** 
Help prevent us from nally having to rely on TOILET to HOME TAP 
recycled water 

We appreciate our sponsors!

God Bless America

The Demise of Critical Thinking

— Sally Gillies
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   Mr. Biden had the audacity to declare on national 
television that when he took ofce in January 2021 
ination under Trump had skyrocketed, but since 
then, his policies have paved the way for prosperity for 
all (just to sum this madness up)... What planet is he 
referring to? What reality is he alluding to? The truth 
of the matter is shown for all to see above.To the far 
left, one can see that under Trump, when Biden 
slipped into the White House, ination was a low 
1.4%... Since then, it's all Biden when it comes to high 
ination, and this depressed economy. Show this to 
your liberal friends who believe things were worse 
under Trump and I believe...
   We will win converts to our side...          — CS Bennett

   It's heartbreaking to watch students on American college campuses spew 
vile anti-Semitic hate. All Americans should condemn these demonic attacks 
on the Jewish people. Stand up against the atrocities of Hamas. Stand up for 
the right of Israel to defend herself.
   You'll also notice  this despicable hatred for the Jewish people is closely 
aligned with the radical, woke Left's hatred for America. That's why these 
anti-Semitic riots are generally coupled with chants of "Death To America"!
   This is happening because college professors are "linking arms" with the 
media, Hollywood elite, radical unlawful activists, and woke politicians to do 
everything in their power to DESTROY this great country!
   It is very clear that AMERICA IS UNDER ATTACK FROM WITHIN!
+ + Take A Stand FOR AMERICA This Memorial Day!
   Memorial Day Weekend is just FOUR WEEKS AWAY. This solemn holidayis the 
start of the most patriotic time of the year, encompassing three great 
holidays; Memorial Day (May 27), Flag Day (June 14) and Independence Day 
(July 4). Each of these dates turns Americans' eyes, minds and hearts 
toward "Old Glory.”

  This patriotic season is a very important time for Americans 
to PUSH BACK against hate, and show their love and support 
for our Nation!
   Proudly display the American Flag May 27th, June 14th and 
4th of July. 
                                                                         — Thanks to Jack Blum

God Bless America
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Behind Massive Mail-in Ballot Push 
                  Is a Little-Noticed Executive Order
The federal government is using its vast resources and its largest 

agencies to register new voters and expand mail-in balloting, with 
the help of nonprots.

    A group of 24 Republican legislators in Pennsylvania have led 
a federal complaint against President Joe Biden, Gov. Josh Shapiro, 
and representatives of the Pennsylvania Department of State, saying 
they have usurped the authority of the Legislature by changing voter 
registration and election rules.

   Their complaint in U.S. District Court for the Middle District of 
Pennsylvania asks a judge to declare three actions unconstitutional: a 
voter registration executive order made by President Biden, a voter 
registration action by Mr. Shapiro, and some Department of State 
directives. They also request that the judge issue an order prohibiting 
the president, the governor, and state executives from making future 
changes to the elections process in Pennsylvania without following 
the legislative process.

   “Federal campaign nance laws apply to private parties' voter 
registration activities,” the court papers say. “Voter registration 
drives ... are a federally recognized private function, not a government 
function.”   

    The above article excerpted for space is absolutely terrifying for 
those of us who want free and fair elections. The duplicity is 
astounding! Here are a couple of comments from their readers:

   Byron T says: “Even communist countries do not allow mail-in 
voting and it is already Not Allowed by European countries due to 
voter fraud. There is NO reason for mail-in voting. Get off your butts 
and go vote and take your ID with you.”  CM K opines: “Dems will do 
anything to keep power.

If Biden wins in 2024 then you know for sure elections are 
rigged.” CJ Gorman notes: “And don’t forget the 10 million new dem 
voters imported over the last 3 years.”          — theepochtimes.com 

Biden’s disastrous border policies have aided 
and abetted an invasion of our county.
He is allowing vicious criminals into the 
United States, and innocent Americans 
across the country are paying the price. 

Lethal drugs, cartels, gangs, and terrorists are taking advantage of the crisis to 
enter the U.S. and threaten America. This is an invasion aided and abetted by Joe 
Biden, supported by Democrats who vote for his dangerous and cruel policies. 
This is Biden’s border bloodbath.                                         — bidenbloodbath.com

Migrant squatter crew arrested in NYC 
   are set free without bail
   Criminality from foreign nations has continued to nd a foothold in the 
United States thanks to the open border and leftist policies that place 
increased burdens on law-abiding citizens. Tuesday, this appeared to play 
out again as six of eight alleged alien squatters had been released without 
bail following their arrest in a gun and drug bust.
   According to the district attorney’s ofce, a request had been made to 
have bail set at $150,000 or $450,000 bond for Hector Desousa Villata, 
the 24-year-old Venezuelan charged alongside the others with criminal 
possession of a weapon, criminal possession of a controlled substance 
and acting in a manner injurious to a child as a seven-year-old had been 
found in the home.       — bizpacreview.com

Biden Admin Installs New Rule Making It Harder to Fire 
Bureaucrats                                                  — theepochtimes.com

Vaccinating migrants like US children would have 
prevented disease outbreaks at Chicago shelters: experts
As measles and tuberculosis cases emerge in the US, migrants who 
are stopped at the border and released are rarely medically 
screened or given vaccines              — Michael Dorgan Fox News 

Dem mayor says St. Louis business owners need to be ‘held 
accountable’ for crime on their premises 
   “In addition to the novel proposition that it’s important to hold 
business owners rather than city government ofcials accountable 
for crimes on business property, other meeting attendees suggested 
that the problem isn’t that crime is rising, but merely that people 
perceive that it’s rising,” according to the Blaze.
   “We are solidied and resolved in the fact that we are stronger 
together,” the outlet quotes Young as saying. “The national crime data 
may show some decreases in overall crime stats, but what we 
discussed today is that if people don’t feel safe, then the statistics 
don’t matter.”

Vatican blasts sex change surgery, surrogacy as threats to 
human dignity  The Vatican has declared that gender-afrming 
surgeries and surrogacy are grave violations of human dignity
                                                — NICOLE WINFIELD Associated Press

“We need to stand with Israel.  It’s very clear,” the senator told host 
Shannon Bream. “We’re not at war with Hamas — Israel’s not at war with 
Hamas, or Hezbollah or Yemen. Those are all surrogates for Iran. Those 
are — they’re prostitutes, the pimp is Iran. Israel is at war with Iran. Iran 
hates Americans. Iran hates Jews. Iran wants to kill Americans and Jews. 
And if we turn the other cheek on them, we’re going to get it in the neck.”
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Our members are actively working to return America 
to the values outlined in the Constitution and Bill of 

Rights. In order to stop the destruction of everything 
we hold dear, we need a strong desire to save 

America. YOU can help by joining us!

James Woods: “President Biden deciding to rewrite 
Title IX is one of the most radical and illegal moves 
we've ever seen from the federal government.” More 
to come. This teleprompter puppet 
rolled over the Constitution with a 
Sherman tank. He's the worst and 
most dangerous “president” ever. 
We will not put boys in girls sports 
as a coach and as a parent. I've 
watched young girls work to learn 
the lessons that come along with 
playing sports. They have been 
able to show leadership. They have 
been able to dedicate so much of 
their life to learning those lessons 
that come from hard work, that 
come from teamwork, that come 
from competition. 
   A n d  t o  s e e  t h e  f e d e r a l 
government try to erase girl sports 

is disgusting. We've already heard back from a lot of 
districts that are very pleased that we stood in front 
of them in this dictate from the federal government. 

We're very proud of our districts 
that are holding the line, and we will 
never allow Joe Biden to control our 
schools and indoctrinate our kids. 
   Our young girls deserve these 
experiences, and they shouldn't 
have them ripped away by some 
activists in Washington, D.C., who 
want to use the power of the federal 
government to impose radical 
gender theory on our state. I will 
continue to keep you all updated as 
we continue to move swiftly and 
aggressively against this overreach.” 
– Ryan Walters, Oklahoma State 
S u p e r i n t e n d e n t  o f  P u b l i c 
Instruction

James Woods: “President Biden deciding to rewrite Title IX is one of the most 
radical and illegal moves we've ever seen from the federal government.”
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Everything happening today benets China 
and the CCP…
  The open borders invasion, with our government 
welcoming in tens of millions of foreign criminals, 
terrorists and dangerous military-age males – 
and willing to bankrupt America to pay for them 
all. This is an army to destroy America from 
within. Who would want this?
  Drugs owing in over that open border that kill 
over 100,000 young Americans a year. Who would 
allow this?
  Green Energy and ESG based on climate change 
fraud and propaganda. Result? American 
companies waste billions, and the greatest 
middle class in the world is destroyed, while 
China keeps building hundreds of new coal and 
gas plants annually, while using dirty fossil fuel to 
their heart's content.
  Rigged elections – a hallmark of communism.
  Lawfare & weaponization of government against 
anyone who disagrees with Deep State lies, fraud 
and propaganda.
  DEI and CRT – the tools of the communist left to 
create division, jealousy, racism and hate 
between black and white America.
  This sudden outbreak of Jew-hatred and threat 
of genocide to Israel and the Jewish people. 
Where did this come from? It's never been seen in 
the history of America. More division to break 
America apart.
  This sudden obsession with rainbow ags, 
transgenders and converting America's children. 
Where did this come from? Suddenly nearly 40% 

of Generation Z describes themselves as gay… 
including 70% of young women at some elite 
colleges. These are percentages never seen in 
the history of the world.
  DEI destroying U.S. companies with unqualied 
employees.
  DEI destroying the quality of U.S. universities – 
who now base admission on race, but don't 
consider test scores.
  Our once-mighty military being decimated by 
DEI, CRT, transgender brainwashing, climate 
change fraud and deadly vaccines. And we've 
given all the weapons and ammo away to Ukraine.
  “Defund the police” combined with communist-
backed DAs who allow violent criminals to walk 
free with “no bail.” The result? A mass crime 
wave; retail theft at historic levels; streets lled 
with homeless, drug needles, pee and poop; retail 
businesses closing by the thousands.
  Reparations – to create more jealousy, division 
and bankruptcy.
  Food shortages mixed with Supply Chain 
dysfunction – led by the least qualied human 
being in US history – Mayor Pete Butthead.
  Historic levels of “excess deaths” since the day 
the Covid vaccine was introduced. What happens 
to our economy as those deaths multiply and 
there is no one left to ll jobs crucial to society? 
Who gains if our society collapses?
  Everyone running for their lives from blue cities 
and states, driving property values dramatically 
down.
Who benets most from this disaster? China.

ALL of this chaos, crisis and catastrophe has been 
created and coordinated by China and the CCP to 
weaken, disrupt, divide, demoralize and 
eventually destroy America, the US economy and 
capitalism.
This is all straight out of the communist playbook. 
When it gets bad enough, when it causes civil war, 
or the collapse of our economy, China and the CCP 
plan to be there to pick up the pieces. To conquer 
us and enslave us into a Godless communist 
society.
Or, at the very least, dominate America 
economically, militarily and on the world stage.
And take over all our farmland and valuable real 
estate at cheap “bargain basement” prices.
How is all of this happening? Who would allow 
this? It's simple. China has bribed virtually all of 
our key politicians and key government 
bureaucrats. They're all getting lthy rich on 
America's downfall.
This also explains what's happening to President 
Trump. Trump is the only one standing in the way 
of China's plan to conquer America and dominate 
the world. Trump is the only one too wealthy to 
bribe. He's the only one not going along with the 
plan, so he must be demonized, destroyed, rot in 
prison, or assassinated.
Yes, this is all China and the CCP. 
With an assist from Obama. 
And Satan at the very top of the pyramid.
And if you don't clearly see this, you're either 
blind, deaf, really dumb, or you're part of the 
conspiracy.   —  Wayne Allyn Root

Every Terrible, Evil Thing Happening In America is Courtesy of China 
and the CCP…Obama…and Satan. Here’s How They’re Doing It.

   Af te r  Depar tment  o f 
Education Secretary Miguel 
Cardona vowed to shut down 
Grand Canyon University 
(GCU), the largest Christian 
university in the U.S., GCU 
ofcials are pushing back, 
telling Fox News Digital the 
crackdown stems from "deeply 
held bias."

   Cardona made comments 
during a House Appropriations 
Committee hearing about 
cracking down on GCU and 
other universities like it on 
April 10.
   Rep. Rosa DeLauro, D-
Conn., asked Cardona how the 
administration is working to 
shut down GCU, which she 

called "a predatory for-prot 
school." 

   Cardona openly embraced 
their enforcement methods, 
declaring "we are cracking 
down not only to shut them 
down, but to send a message 
to not prey on students." 
                  — FoxNews.com

Biden s education secretary vows to shut down 

the largest Christian university in the US
’



The 'Worst Enemy' of Government: Loyalty to Party Over 
Nation
According to Washington, one of the chief dangers of 
letting regional loyalties dominate loyalty to the nation as 
a whole was that it would lead to factionalism, or the 
development of competing political parties. When 
Americans voted according to party loyalty, rather than 
the common interest of the nation, Washington feared it 
would foster a "spirit of revenge," and enable the rise of 
"cunning, ambitious, and unprincipled men" who would 
"usurp for themselves the reins of Government; 
destroying afterwards the very engines, which have lifted 
them to unjust dominion."

In fact, political parties had already begun to emerge by 
the time Washington stepped aside. Federalists, who 
drew their support largely from New England, advocated 
a strong national government and the fiscal programs 
created by Alexander Hamilton, the nation's first 
secretary of the treasury. Republicans (later Democratic-
Republicans led by Southerners like Thomas Jefferson 
and  James Madison, opposed Hamilton's economic 
policies. They also split with the Federalists in foreign 
policy, favoring a closer relationship with France over 
Great Britain...........excerpts from George Washington's 
writing.
And finally, atruer statement had never been uttered so 
eloquently:
Our Constitution was made only for a moral and religious 
people. It is wholly inadequate to the government of any 
other! ………. John Adams

The above rendition from these former Presidents is my 
absolute compass of what a  sincere, responsible 
American Citizen ought to be, believe and live by. “God 
give us your strength”……Chuck Collins
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My generation doesn’t know why the heck they’re protesting for Palestine

Do the Gen Z pro-Palestine protesters 
even know what they're screaming, 
yelling, and encamping about? Denitely 
not.

A Columbia University student who 
rushed down to NYU's campus in 
solidarity with protesters there said on 
camera that she actually had no idea 
what they were protesting, eventually 
admitting she needed to be “more 
educated” on the issue.

I'm sure that's very much the case with 
her countless classmates donning 
kefyehs and chanting anti-Israel 
slogans. 

An unnamed Columbia University 
student interviewed when she rushed to 
NYU to join the protests there admitted 
she did not know what they were 
actually protesting. 

Forget the three r's, these Ivy League 
elitists are schooled in the three i's: 
ignorance, indoctrination and Instagram.

International politics are complicated, 
and yet GenZers have appointed 
themselves as experts before even 
graduating from college or bothering to 
learn any of the details.

Diplomats, negotiators, and world 
leaders have failed to solve the decades-
long conict. 

But don't worry — the Zoomers have 
everything gured out!

When I was at Columbia during this 
week's protests, I saw signs like “dykes 4 
divest,” “gays for Gaza,” and “lesbians 
for liberation.”

At Columbia signs include this “Dykes 
4 Divest,” despite the Hamas regime in 
Gaza persecuting gay, lesbian and 
transgender people. Rikki Schlott 

C o l u m b i a  s t u d e n t s  i n  t h e 
encampment erected a “Trans People 4 
Palestine” sign. Rikki Schlott 

These are Ivy League students with 
they/he pronouns, and yet they are 
woefully unaware of the fact that merely 
being gay in Gaza can amount to ten 
years' prison time, according to Human 
Rights Watch.

I have little doubt that the vast 
majority of students chanting “Intifada 
revolution” and “from the river to the 
sea” don't really understand what they're 
implying. 

In fact when a Berkeley political 
science professor polled students about 
the chant “from the river to the sea,” he 
found that, while 86% of students said 
they supported the chant to some 
degree, just 4% of those supportive 
students were able to correctly name the 
river and the sea in question.

The most popular incorrect rivers 
were the Nile and the Euphrates. 

And the most common erroneous 
“seas” include the the Atlantic, which is 
an ocean, the Dead Sea, which is a lake, 
and the Caribbean. 

At least it is a sea.
The  leaders  o f  the  Co lumbia 

encampment include Khymani James , 
who uses they/he/she pronouns. In Gaza, 
being gay can lead to 10 years 
imprisonment. LP Media 

And what are these students actually 
doing in the name of Palestine?

Well, at Columbia, they're pitching 
expensive North Face branded tents, 
pairing their designer clothes with 
kefyehs, gorging themselves on peanut 
butter and jelly, and participating in silent 
interpretive dance.

Is this a ght for justice — or a 
desperate grasp for relevance and likes? 

Palestine has an intifada. 
We've got intifaddists.
As one Jewish Columbia student 

described it to me, the encampment 
looks a whole lot like “Woodstock for 
antisemites.”

And my generation's ignorance isn't 
just a laughing matter. 

Some misguided Zoomers hold 
legitimately heinous views.

At Columbia, there is a peanut butter 
and jelly, not to mention allergy 
warnings, but a spectacular lack of 
knowledge about what is  real ly 
happening in Israel and Gaza. NYPJ 

When fellow Post reporter Jon Levine 
and I talked to masked NYU student 
protesters gathering on campus on 
Wednesday night, they both implied that 
Israel should not exist and justied the 
atrocities of October  7th.

One NYU undergraduate student, 
who told us his name was Dylan, 
condently declared that, “The state of 
Israel has no right to exist.”

He also justied the killing of 1,200 
people in Israel on October 7 th.

“When you perpetrate a genocide for 
over 5 years and you refuse any other 
means of people resist ing those 
extremely violent policies, people will 
take up arms to resist against their 
occupiers,” he said.

This is a generation which offers silent 
interpretive dance, in this case with red 
string, as a serious answer to what it's 
protesting about. @OliLondonTV/X 

My generation has been force-fed 
narrat ives  about  the oppressor-
oppressed dichotomy by their far-left 
educators and their culture, and as a 
result are used to looking at the world 
through the lens of good and evil. 
Today, radical professors tell students 
what to think — and have completely 
abdicated their responsibility to teach 
kids how to think.

           — NYPost.com
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